
Size of  Doormat

(in x in)
Letter Height (in) Maximum # of lines

Maximum characters 

per line

22 X 36 6 1 1

24 x 57 6 1 1

30 x 48 8 1 1

38 x 60 10 1 1

36 x 72 10 1 1

22 X 36 3 1 8

24 x 57 3 1 11

30 x 48 3 1 10

38 x 60 4 2 13

36 x 72 4 2 14

    In addition to the alphabets, other characters that can be printed include all numerals,

hyphen, apostrophe, #, comma, period, &, space, %, slash, @, +, and the exclamation mark.

    Number of characters per line may need to be reduced, if there are too many wide bodied

letters (such as M and W).

    A $10 fee per mat applies to rush order. Rush orders must be sent to us via email. Nedia

Home reserves the right to decline an expedited an order.

    A $10 fee applies if non-standard letter sizes or font color changes are requested.

    For orders with logos and custom fonts, please contact us for pricing.

MONOGRAMMED MATS

PERSONALIZED MATS

Standard Monogramming & Personalization Details



Care Instructions for Coir Mats

The Coir Story

Our door mats…

         are made of the highest quality coir fiber extracted from organically grown coconut trees.

         have a pile height of 1 inch, thicker than standard vinyl backed coir door mats.

         have the thickest and toughest bristles that will remove all the dirt from shoes.

         stand up to any amount of foot traffic.

         are heavy and will stay in place.

         absorb considerable amounts of moisture from shoes.

         are stenciled using fade-resistant and non-toxic dyes.

         are naturally mold and mildew resistant.

Coir mats are hand made from coconut fiber using a method that has been handed down through generations of artisans in the coastal villages 

of South India.  The protective husks of the coconuts are seasoned in lagoons or storage tanks and the golden fiber is extracted with wooden 

mallets.  This fiber is hand spun into yarn.  The yarn is then tufted on to a vinyl base.  The finished mat is hand stenciled with color fast dyes.  

Each door mat is crafted with the greatest of care and is a functional, durable work of art.

Use this doormat in a sheltered area such as a covered porch. Do not expose to direct sunlight or excessive moisture. Some color transfer may 

occur onto natural stone, concrete or other surfaces if the mat is excessively exposed to the elements. Slight variations in size, color and texture 

are normal and add a special character for each individual mat. During the first few weeks, it is normal for coir doormat to shed fibers. Brush or 

shake mat regularly to maintain its best appearance and to minimize dust and dirt build up.

1.       During the first few weeks, it is normal for this door mat to shed fibers.  An occasional brushing or a good shake will 

help maintain its best appearance.

2.       Shaking or brushing periodically will also help prevent excessive dirt build up.

3.       To best preserve your mat, use in sheltered areas and avoid prolonged exposure to sunlight and water.

4.       Some color transfer can be expected onto natural stone, concrete or other surfaces if mat is exposed to the elements.
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